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There’s good news as it comes to that largely useless video posted by NFL senior V.P. of officiating Al
Riveron regarding the new rule against lowering the helmet and making contact with an opponent: It’s
been revised both to ditch the Commodore 64 graphics and Seahawks Authentic Jerseys , more
importantly, to add animation that highlights which player is or isn’t complying with the rule.
Here’s the bad news: It still lacks narration or explanation, making it only slightly less useless than it
was. (It’s not clear why Riveron didn’t simply do a video that includes his explanation as to why a given
play is or isn’t a foul.)
Here’s my quick assessment of the six plays shown on the video, with the first three not a foul and the
last three examples of a violation.
In the first play not involving a foul, Rams safety Steven Parker closes in to make a form tackle. As he
approaches the ball carrier, Parker LOWERS HIS HELMET. If the ball carrier had shifted slightly to his
right (Parker’s left), Parker would have struck the opponent with the lowered helmet, and it would have
been a foul.
In the second, Jets safety J.J. Wilcox approaches the Falcons receiver and Wilcox instinctively
LOWERS HIS HELMET. Wilcox actually makes contact against the receiver with the helmet. So why
wasn’t it a foul? As the grossly broad lowering-the-helmet rule is written, it should have been.
In the third, Jets cornerback Jeremy Clark makes a form tackle on a kickoff return. Just before impact,
Clark LOWERS HIS HELMET. Clark manages to deliver the blow without making contact against the
opponent with Clark’s helmet.
As to the two situations that clearly aren’t fouls, the outcome is driven more by happenstance than
technique. Basically, Parker and Clark got lucky, in that the opponent didn’t move into the path of the
lowered helmet. If they had Carl Lawson Jersey , it would have been a foul, based on the manner in
which the rule is written.
In the first play showing a violation, a Rams defender chases down a ball carrier and, at the point of
impact, instinctively dips his helmet and makes contact. Technically, it’s a foul. But what was the player
supposed to do differently? There will be many plays in which the defender won’t be able to square up
and make a form tackle. If what the defender did in that case is a foul, what could he have done that
wouldn’t have been a foul — other than sprint down the field and circle back in the hopes of maybe
being able to approach him from the front?
In the second play, Browns tight end Orson Charles goes in motion from right to left before the snap,
then goes back to the right and delivers a block that seals the path to the ball carrier. Charles
instinctively lowers his helmet and seems to make contact with the helmet against the Giants defender
Charles is trying to block. Again, what could he have done differently, other than collide with the
defender while standing straight up, and in turn been blown up by the lower man? (An arguably more
obviously foul appears on that play, when Giants defensive back Orion Stewart, wearing No. 45,
performs a head-down lunge into the ball carrier while he is being tackled.)
The third play represents a mirror image of the second one Youth Trenton Cannon Jersey , with a Saints
player moving left to right to block Jaguars defensive lineman Lyndon Johnson, who lowers his helmet
just before colliding with the blocker. It happens quickly, but it definitely appears to be a violation of both
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the letter and the spirit of the rule; Johnson could have at least tried to move his helmet to the side
instead of putting his helmet in the blocker’s stomach.
Bottom line? The rule continues to be far too broad, its application will far too often be driven by chance
and randomness, and it’s becoming far too late to implement a meaningful fix that requires the blow to
be forcible and that carves out any incidental contact that happens while the tackler or blocker is
attempting to deliver a hit without making contact with the helmet.
In 22 days, this rule will be applied to games that count.
Pittsburgh Steelers coach Mike Tomlin is excited to see his new-look secondary.
The Steelers overhauled the position following a bumpy season which included a disappointing upset
playoff loss against Jacksonville in the divisional round. The team followed by parting ways with several
long-time veterans, and their position coach, while adding experience, depth and a pair of hard-hitting
draft picks.
"We have some guys in that position that are new to us," Tomlin said. "It's going to be an active, active
training camp for that group. I'm excited about seeing them all."
Pittsburgh cut ties with veterans Mike Mitchell, William Gay and Robert Golden, in addition to J.J. Wilcox
and position coach Carnell Lake. The Steelers added long-time Penn State assistant Tom Bradley as the
defensive backs coach along with former veteran Green Bay safety Morgan Burnett and special teams
standout Nat Berhe. They also invested a first-round draft pick in Virginia Tech safety Terrell Edmunds
and another in fifth-rounder Marcus Allen out of Penn State.
"We didn't go into the draft saying we were going to draft another safety," Steelers' general manager
Kevin Colbert said. "We went into the draft saying, OK Redskins Authentic Jerseys , if safety is the best
position available, we can add another guy, and that's what we did."
The Steelers also plan to switch Sean Davis from strong to free safety this season. Davis said he's more
comfortable on the strong side, but he's anxious to improve at free safety.
Davis, who enters his third season, is a veteran in the room of sorts as he and Jordan Dangerfield are
the lone returning safeties who have experience with the team.
"The coaches talked to me and said we need you to be a leader. to be a veteran," Davis said. "I'm
embracing my role. I have to get comfortable with being uncomfortable and take a bigger step in helping
this defense reach our goals."
Burnett was versatile during eight seasons in Green Bay. He moved around late in his tenure, but
primarily played safety with the Packers. Burnett started 102 games for the Packers and won a Super
Bowl ring in 2011 when Green Bay beat Pittsburgh.
"I'm a firm believer that you let your work do the talking, and you go about doing things the right way,"
Burnett said. "You have to earn the respect of your teammates."
In last season's AFC divisional playoff round, the Steelers allowed 45 points at home to a Jacksonville
offense that scored just 10 points a week earlier. The secondary gave up two pass plays of 40 yards or
more in that game, a communication issue the new group looks to rectify this season.
Tackling is also a priority for the secondary.
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"We were 31st in the league at missed tackles, so that's definitely a point of emphasis," Davis said. "We
all know 31st is unacceptable, and for us to be world champions Captain Munnerlyn Jersey , that needs
to be worked on and corrected."
The Steelers hope Edmunds, their first-round pick, can help.
Edmunds is classified as a safety, but he also served as a linebacker at Virginia Tech when the Hokies
played with five or more defensive backs. He could play a similar hybrid role with the Steelers.
"Of course I want to start, but whatever position they put me in, I gotta go out and make a play,"
Edmunds said. "If that's strictly on special teams, if it's coming in on certain packages, I'm just trying to
go out there and help the team win."
NOTES: Steelers starting left guard Ramon Foster exited Saturday's practice on a cart with a lower body
injury. Tomlin said after practice that Foster was being evaluated and did not have an update on his
status. Trainers worked on Foster's right knee and leg following a play during the Steelers' first padded
practice of training camp. ... Burnett missed his second practice on Saturday with a minor hamstring
injury. ... The Steelers announced Rocky Bleier, Buddy Dial, Alan Faneca, Bill Nunn and Arthur J.
Rooney, Jr. to the team's 2018 Hall of Honor.
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